Remote Security Communication Module

SY-RSCM300
SY-RSCM300 is a remote industrial grade secure communications module to access PLC
and control system remotely, through the establishment of special S-link Internet networks to
ensure data security, support the TCP / IP standard protocol, Profinet, Ethercat and other
industrial Ethernet, remote data communications, secure encryption, easy to install, simple to
use, cost-effective, stable and reliable, is the patented technology with the latest long-range
communications products.

Application：

Typical application of industrial network communication through internet
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Futurelooks remote secure network
communication system of industrial
1, The famous SY Group, the headquarters is located in A country, production
and operations management at B country, the production base is located in C
city,The equipment is imported from D country;
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2,As global headquarters located at A country, the need for production of C's
production base and number of products, generate real-time progress
reports, in order to achieve the normal operation of the global supply chain;
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3, Production operations management in the B country, the need for C
production base production line in real time to monitor the situation to ensure
the normal operation of the production;
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4,The equipment manufacturer in D country , the need for a production base
in the C city production line equipment, programmable controllers, human
machine interfaces for remote debugging and maintenance, to ensure that
equipment is working to reduce downtime;
5, Through Futurelooks industrial remote secure remote network
communication system, S-link technology help customer to achieve the
above-mentioned transfer of industrial data security, The system work
normally and stably.
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Futurelooks, Inovation for industrial communication
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